**GBS KIT**

Ground Binocular System (LESS IMAGE TUBES)

**DESCRIPTION**

The GBS is a night vision binocular that can be used for special operations on the ground. Because the GBS increases depth perception, it is well suited for high speed missions such as off-road driving using ATVs and sand rails. It is ideal for military medical applications such as triage and field casualty evacuation under the cover of darkness.

The GBS KIT can be fitted with a range of image intensifier tube performance levels. These specifications can offer great performance for the user, regardless of the light levels.

The binocular provides individual interpupillary adjustment, fore, aft and tilt adjustments. Constructed out of aluminum, the GBS can withstand the constant vibrations and environmental beatings connected with military operations.

For more information on the GBS KIT or other Nivisys products call (480) 970-3222 or visit us on the web at www.nivisys.com.

---

**GBS KIT CONTENTS:**

- GBS Assembly (LESS IMAGE TUBES)
- Hard Carrying Case
- AA Batteries (4)
- Lanyard
- Lens Caps (4)
- Lens Cleaning Kit
- Battery Cartridges (2)
- Screwdriver
- Helmet Mount
- Battery Pack
- Operator Manual
- Quick Reference Guide

---

*Specifications are subject to change without notice.*
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